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The work in this paper divides naturally into five sections. After an introductory section, 
Section 2 treats the basic concepts of finite linear function spaces. In Section 3 morphisms on 
such spaces are considered. The results of Sections 2 and 3 are applied to the study of measures 
on hypergraphs in Section 4. In particular, various measure morphisms are characterized. 
bzction 5 treats the dimension of the space of measures on a hypergraph. 
A measure on a hypergraph H = (X,0) is a real valued function on X whose 
sum over any set in 0 is a constant. This constant is called the strength of the 
measure. Various types of measures have been considered in ;ue literature. The 
type that has been most studied are the states or stochastic tinctions, These are 
tine nonnegative measures of strength one. States have been studied by graph 
theorists as generalizations of doubly stochastic matrices [2, 3, IS]. They have 
been treated as probability measures in opey.:t,ional statistics /7-i& 12,22,24]. In 
this case the sets of 0 correspond to “operations” and the subsets of operations 
correspond to “events’T. In quantum logic theory, the elements of X correspond 
to “experimental propositions” and a state gives the probability that a proposition 
is true [I, 4, 11, 13, 17, 19, 28, 21, 25,271. In this work we call the linear hull of 
the set of states the set of Jordan measures. The Jordan measures correspond to 
the “state space” in operational quantum mechanics [5, 6, 8, 241. We call a 
measure with strength zero a charge. Charges have recently been introduced in 
elementary particle investigations [ 14, 151. These were called color functions and 
they represent a “color” charge which is responsible for a “color force”. Quark 
like particles are represented by the elements of X and hadrons are represented 
by sets in 0. Since hadrons al.*e color neutral, the color function must sum to zero 
12111 them. 
The main body of this paper begins with a study of finite linear function spaces. 
These spaces have an independent interest of their own and shoul e usefuf in 
various studies of finite linear structures. In the particular case in w e 
fur.ction space is separating, the structure Ea at of a linear algebra 
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over IR”. However, in the non-separating case, the theory is much more general. 
After treating the basic concepts of a finite linear function space we consider 
morphisms and isomorp”,iisms on various structural Ieveis. 
The results obtained for finite linear function spaces are then applied to the 
study of measures on hypergraphs. In particular various measure morphisms and 
isomorphisms are characterized. Furthermore, characterizations and sufficient 
conditions are given for the set of Jordan measures to be equal to the total set of 
measures. The final section of this paper treats the dimension of the space of 
measures on a hypergraph. 
It will be useful to first develop some general results which we shall later 
specialize to hypergraphs. Let X be a nonempty finite set and let V be a 
nonempty set of real-valued functions on X which is closed under scalar 
multiplication and pointwise addition. Then V is a linear space with dim V s 1x1. 
It is clear that V is a linear subspace of Rx and that dim V = 1x1 if and only if 
V = Rx. We call (X, V) a finite linear function space (FLFS). We say that V is 
separating if for any distinct x, y E X there exists an f E V with f(x) #f(y). We 
denote the dual of V by V*. For x E X, define e&) =x* E V* by x*(f) = f (x) for 
every f E V. For Y s X, define e”(Y) = {ell(y): y E Y} and e”(0) = 0. If Y E X, 
the V-closm of Y is defined by 
It is easy to check that X = X, Y E Y, Y1 E Y2 implies Y1 E Y2, and Y = Y. Thus, 
+ Y is a closure operation. For V’ s V, we use the notation 
kerV’=(xEX:f(X)=OforallfEV’}. 
e denote the linear hull of a subset S of a linear space by lin S. 
if and only if x* E linliy*:y E Y) (i.e., e,(x) E 
= 0 for all j/i g E V SO x E F. 
g(x) + f (x). Since 
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(d) Suppose x* = &+,,y* andf,gEVwithfJY=glY. Then 
f(x)=x*(f)=Cc,f(Y)=Cc,g(y)=x*(g)=g(x). 
ence, x E Y. Conversely, assume x E Y. Suppose f E V and y”(f) = 0 for 
y E Y. Then f(x) = 0 for all y E Y. 
every 
ut OEV and flY=OIY_ 
f(x) = 0. It follows from a result in linear algebra that x* E lin{y * : y E Y}. 0 
e say that Y G X is V-dense if k = X. y finiteness, every V-dense subset of 
X contains a minimal V-dense subset. 
If Y = X, then 1 Y 12 dim V and moreover 1 YI = dim V if and only if Y 
is minimal V-dense. 
If V = {0}, then any Y c X is V-dense and the result holds trivially. We 
therefore assume that V # (0). Notice that Y # 0 since I VI > 1. Sin 
is total in V*, we have by Lemma 1 that lin{y*: y E Y} = V*. 
dim V* = dimV. If dimV=(YI, then dimV*=(YI. If Y’cY, Y’# 
lin(y*: y E Y’J f V*. By Lemma 1, there exists an x E X with 
Y’ #X and Y is minimal V-dense. Conversely, assume Y is minimal V-dense. If 
{y*: y E y} is not linearly independent, there exists a Y’ c_ Y, Y’ # YP with 
lin(y*:y E Y’} = V*. By Lemma 1, Y’ =X which is a cor,tradiction. IIence, 
{y*: y E Y} is a basis for V*, so dim V = IYl. 0 
3. Y # 0 is minimal V-dense if and only if e,(Y) is a basis for V* and 
lm+Y = WI- 
Let Y = { y, , . . . , yn) be a minimal V-dense subset of X. Then the 
map T: Vi R” given by T(f) = (f (y,), . . . , f (yn)) is a linear komorphism. 
Clearly T is linear, and T is injective since F = X. Since dim V = i Y( = n, 
T is surjective. 0 
n, then there exists a map J :X-=9 R” and u linear 
such that Tf (Jx) = f (x) for la11 f E V, x E X. Moreover, J 
is injective if and only if v is separating. 
Let y, , . . . , y, be a minimal V-dense subset of X. Let f,, . . . , fit be a basis 
for V satis g J(Yj) = 6ij, i,i = , . . . , n. Notice that fi, 
Corollary 4 I efine J:X-+ IR” by (x) = (h(x), . . . , J,(x)) an 
Then T is a In__, i f==r isomorphism by Corollary 4. 
reover, for f E V, x E we have 
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Suppose V is separating and x + y E X. Then there exists an f E V such that 
ence, Tf (Jx) # Tf (Jy) so Jx + Jy and J is injective. Conversely, 
suppose V is not separating. Then there exist x fy E X such that f(x) = f (y) for 
ence, Tf(Jx) = Tf (Jy) for all f E V. Since T is surjective, g(k) = g(Jy) 
for all g E RF. But W* is separating on W”, so Jx = Jy. Therefore, J is not 
injective. Cl 
. The map ev : X- V* is hjective if and only if V is separating. 
Suppose ev is injective and x # y E X. Then x* # y * so there exists an 
f e V with 
Conversely, supppose V is separating and x # y E X. Then there exists an f E V 
such that f(x) + f (y) so x*(f) #y*(f). Cl 
If Y c X, we define dimv Y = dim[lin ev(Y)]. 
7. dimV Y = max{ 1Y f~ 21: 2 minimal V-dense}. 
Let Y = {yi, . . . , yn) and let Z be a minimal V-dense set. By Corollary 3, 
ev(Z) is linearly independent and hence e,( Y n 2) is also. Thus, 
dimvY~~ev(YW?)]=lYKZ], 
and so 
dimv Y 2 max{ 1 Y n 21: 2 minimal V-dense}. 
ow reorder the elements of Y, if necessary so that yr, . . . , yz is a basis 
for lin[ev(Y)]. Since lin[ev( Y)] is a subspace of V* we can extend to a 
basis y T, . . . , yz, xr , . . . , x: of V *. Applying Corollary 3, 2 = 
{Y l &dl, l l l 9 
lY1ki( 
x,) is a minimal V-dense subset. Since dimv Y = m = 
we have 
dimv Y 5 max( 1Y n Z]:Z minimal V-dense). q 
t is clear that dim, = 0, dimv X = dim V, Y1 c_ V, implies dim, Y, s dimv Y2 
and that 
dim, U; U Y2 G di v Y, + dimv k;. 
only iif dim, Y = dim V. e say that Yr and Y2 a 
imal V-dense subset such that (Y n Y1 n Y2) = 
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We say that {yl, . . . , yn} c_ X is V-orthogonal if there exist fi, . . . , fn E V with 
_/XYj) = aij* 
. V is minimal V-dense if and only if 1’ is maximal V-orthogonal. 
Let Y= {yl, . . se Y is minimal V-dense. 
there exist f( E V with f;.(yj) = aij. ce, Y is V-orthogonal. Suppose Y is not 
maximal V-orthogonal. Then there is a y,,, E X\Y with {yl, . . . , Y,+~} V- 
orthogonal. Thus, we have gi E V, i = 1, . . . , n + 1 with gi(yj) = Sij. Ef C aiy: = 0 
we obtain 
aj = C iligi(Yi) = 2 Qiyi*(gj) = 0. 
Hence, y:, i = 1, . . . , n + 1, are linearly independent. This contradicts the fact 
that dim V* = n. Thus, Y is maximal V-orthogonal. Conversely, suppose Y is 
maximal V-orthogonal. As before y 7, i = 1, . . . , n, are linearly independent. If 
these do not form a basis for 7 ‘, w? can extend to a basis {y:: i = 1, . . . , m}, 
m > n. By Corollary 3, {yj: i = 1, . . . , m} is minimal V-dense and by the above it 
is maximal V-orthogonal. This is a contradiction, so {vi*: i = 1, . . . , n} is a basis 
for V * and by Corollary 3, Y is a minimal V-dense. Cl 
An element x E X is in a minimal V-dense set if and only if there 
ith f(x) # 0. 
Let Y = {y*, . . . , yn} be minimal V-dense. We denote by V, the inner product 
space consisting of the linear space V together with the inner product (f, g) = 
C f (yi)g(yi). By Theorem 9, there exist fi E V’ with J(yj) = &ij, i, j = 1, . . . , n. 
Then (6, 4) := 9, and SO {fi, . . . ,h} is an orthonormal basis for V,. Define 
TY:V*+VY by ‘T&F = c F(tj)J and &:X-tV’- by I&x = cA(x)fi. 
. a 0 Ty is a linear komorphism. 
(b) T’e,, = ?“, 
(c) Fy k injectiue if tind only if V is separating. 
(d) ( T,F, f) = l.(f )= 
(e) (%x9 f) =f <x). 
(f) lin( T&X) = VY. 
(a) Clearly, Ty is linear. Since 
Tyy; = c yi*(fi)f;- =
at TV maps a iS 
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(b) This follows from 
(cj ‘I’his follows from (b) and Lemma 6. 
(d) This follows from 
(T,F,f) = cxF(M~f) =CF(jmf) 
= F(C (fi? f M) = F(f )* 
(e) Applying (b) and (d) gives 
C.&x, f) = ( T,"ev(x), f > = e&)(f) =f (x)- 
(f) This follows from TYyi =J, i = 1, . . . , n, and (6: 1 G i G n} is a basis 
for V,. III 
-4s usual, if V’, V2 are finite-dimensional linear spaces and T : V, + V, is linear 
we define the linear map T* : Vz* V,* by T*F(f) = F( Tf) for ail f E V,, F E Vz. 
It is easy to check that T is an isomorphism if and only if T* is an isomorphism 
C%rrrf ;%-# *h&V p-n- IT*\-1 = /T--l\* 16 :n rBlnr\ 0°C.. + i)llU aa1 bL113 UC&DJb \ A / \* /* 1L 13 QlJU U4UJ co see that the map T-, T * is 
injective. The following is well-known from linear algebra. 
. If P: VT+ V” * 2 is linear, then there exists a unique linear map 
Q : V23 VI such that P = Q *. 
This section considers morphisms on a FLFS and the next section applies these 
results to measures (Hj on a hypergraph H. Such studies are important in the 
foundations of quantum mechanics (see Section 1 for references). In quantum 
mechanics there are usually two ways to represent he dynamics of a physical 
system. One way, called the Heisenberg picture, uses a group of automorphisms 
on H. The othe , called the SC uses a group of 
(or the states in It is important o know when 
e automorphisms induce senberg picture automorphisms 
FLFS’s. An FLFS-morphism or morphism, for 
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FLFS’s with this choice of morphism is a category. Notice that a map T :X,+X, 
is an isomorphism from (X,, VI) to (X2, Vz) if and only if T is bijective and both 
T and T- ’ are morphisms. If T : X 
defined by T(f) =fo T is linear. 
1 + X2 is a morphism, then the map T : V+ V, 
As an example, let (X, V) be a FLFS with 0 # Y z X. Let T : It’-+ X be the 
embedding map. Then T is a morphism from (Y, R ‘) to (X3 V) and T(f) =f 1 Y 
for every f E V. If Y is a minimal V-dense set, then as in the proof of Corollary 4, 
we see that T is a linear isomorphism. 
Let V, and V, be arbitrary finite-diimensional inner product spaces and let 
P : VI - V, be a linear map. The adjoint Pt : V+ V’ of P is defined as the unique 
linear map satisfying ( Ptf, g ) l = (f, Pg j2 for all f E o/, g E V, . 
Let (Xl, VI) and (X2, V2) be FLESs, and let T: X,+ X2 be a 
morphism. 
(a) If T is surjective, then f is injective. If T is an isomorphism, then F is a 
linear izomorphism. 
(b) If VI is separating and T is suvjective, then T is injective. 
(c) If T is injective, and V2 is separating, then V, is separating. 
(d) T + p is injective if V, is separating. 
(e) p*ey, = e,T. 
14% W . . (1) Let t; s Xi be ,hiirmaC ?/;-‘dtm?, I = 1, 2. lJf f : !$-+ V, is linear, then 
P” = TF_P+T,.-,. Moreover, ftTy, = T$* and F’&, = ;fL2T. 
roof. (a) Suppose T is surjective. If Th = T’, then f,(Tx) = f,(Tx) for every 
x E X. Hence, fi = f2 so f is injective. Now suppose T is an isomorphism. For 
f E & define g E V2 by g(x) = f (T-lx) for all x E X2. Then Tg = f so p is 
surjective. It follows from the above that T is injeciive. 
(b) Suppose 6 is separating and T is surjective. If TX, = Tx2, then f (Tx,) = 
f (TX*) for all f E V,. Hence, ff (x,) = Tf (x,) for all f E V,. It follows that x1 =x2 
and T is injective. 
(c) Suppose the hypothesis holds and g(x,) = g(x2) for ,a11 g E VI. Then for all 
f E F$ we have 
Since V2 is separating, Txl = Tx2. Since T is injective, x1 = x2 and V, is separating. 
(d) Suppose V2 is separating and T1 = T2. Then for every f E V2 2nd x E X1 we 
have 
f(Gx)= Rf(x)=Sf(x)=f(Gx). 
Since V2 is separating, T,x = T2x so T1 = T2. 
(e) For every x E X1 and f E V2 we have 
[~*ev,ol(f I= %,W I= Ff (x) =f (TX) = e,,( 
ce, f*e”,(x) = ev,T(x) for all x E X1. 
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(fj La K={Jb-9 Y,), let gi E VI, gi(J’j) = is,, be the dual basis for Y1 and 
let fi E V, ke the dual basis for Y2. If P : V, - V, is linear, we $ave 
= P+T,,(yf). 
Since {y;: 1 sj G at} is a basis for VT we have T,P* = PtT,. As a special case 
we have ptT,, = T,f*. Finally, applying Lemma 11(b) gives 
ft&, =: ptTy,eVI = Tv,$*ev, = TY,eV2T = TyzT. Cl 
8 If Xl and X2 are isomorphic, then V, is separating if amd only if V, is 
separating. 
Apply Lemma 1,3(c). El 
We denote the range of a map P by 3(P). Let (X1$ V,) and (X2, V2) be 
FLFS’s. We call a map P : VT --, Vz invariant (bivariant) if %(Pev,) c B(ev,) 
(%(.PeU,) = -B(P& A linear mar, P : V2- V, is invariant (bivariant) if for some 
&-dense subsets x c Xi, i = i,2, we have %(P+T,,) c 9t(i&2)(iR(P’~y,j = 
w %?j j. * 
. (a) A linear map P: V2* V, is invariant (bivariaift) if and only if P” 
is invariant (bivariant). 
(b) If P: V2-, V, is invariant (bivariant), then 9(PtTy,) c 9@(Ty,) (9(P’F,,) = _ 
t%t(T;,)) for any I$-dense subsets x. s Xi, i = 1,2. 
(a j Suppose P : J/2+- Vi is invariant relative to the F-dense subsets 
x c Xi, i = 1,2. If x E X1 9 then there exists a y E X2 such that P’&.#) = ryz(y). 
By Lemma 11(b) and Lemma 13(f) we have 
P*e&) = T,’ PtTy,ev,(x) = T;i P’F&) = T&’ T,,(y) 
= e,,(y 1 
ence, P* is invariant. Now suppose that P* is invariant. If x E XI, then there 
exists a y E X2 such that P*e&) = e,,(y j. Again by Lemmas 1 l(b) and 13(f) we 
ave 
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. (a) A linear map P: V2-, VI is invariant if and only if P = p for 
some morphism T : Xi + X2. If V2 is separating, then T is unique. 
(b) A linear nsap Q: V,* + Vg is invariant if and only ;i“ Q = ?* fcr smme 
morphism T :X1--)Xz. If V2 is separating, then T is unique. 
(a) Suppose P = p for some morphism T: Xr-;cXz. By Lemma !3(f), 
P’TY, = Tyz T. Hence, S(Pt Fy,) c %( ry2) and P is invariant. Conversely, suppose 
P: V,-, VI is invariant and let X1 = {xl, . . . , x,}, X, = {yi, . . . , y,& Let i(j) be 
the smallest index such that P’F&) = T;,(yitjj), j = 1, . . . , n. Define T: X1-, 
X; by TXj = )Pi(j), j = 1, . . . 9 n. We then have P?& = &T. To show that T is a 
morphkm, let f E V2 and x E Xi. Then by Lemma II(d), (e) we have 
f (TX) = e&T(x)(f) = Tk’F,T(G(f) = TF:P+T&)(f) 
= (P+G@), f) = ( G@)9 Pf) 
= Pf (x). 
Hence, f 0 T = Pf E V,. Moreover, Pf = Tf so P = p. If V, is separating, then by 
Lemma 13(d), T + f is injective so T is unique, 
(b) Suppose Q = T* for some morphism T: X1+ X,. Bv Lemma 13(e), 
Q +I = e,,T so Q is invariant. Conversely, suppose Q : Vr-, V) is invariant. By 
Lemma 12, there exists a unique linear map F: ‘v;-, ‘v; s.lch that Q - P*. By 
Lemma IS(a), f is invariant. By (a), P = T for some morphism T: X1* X,. 
Hence, Q = T*. If V, is separating, then as before, T is unique. 0 
Let (X, V) be a FLFS. For x, y E X, if &) = f (y) for every f E V we write 
x-y. Then - is an equivalence relation. Denote the Pnlli\jalPnrP class buy”.. Ual.*W” (y E 
X: y - 7:) by 5 If Y E X we use the notation Y = {jk y E Y}. 
Lemma 17. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) Z, = 22. 
(b) $+Z, = TyZ, for every V-dense subsei ‘f. 
(c) z&z, = ry&q 7% f:f $0rnR V-&m? *wbwr Y* 
(d) edI = e&. 
(a) 3 (b) Suppose Z, = Z, and let zi E %i_ ‘Ihen there is a ~2 E --72 with 
21 - 22. Let Y={y,, . . . , y,, j* be a V-dense subset and let j;, . . . ,J, be the 
corresponding dual basis for V Then 
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letfi,..., fn be the corresponding dual basis for V. If z1 E Z1, then 2;~~ = Fyz2 
for some z2 E 2,. Hence, fi(z,) =fiW and then z:(J) = z;(J), i = 1, . . . , n. 
SinceJ,i=l,..., yt, is a basis for V, z: = 2;. ence evZl s evZ2 and similarly, 
ed2 G ev4. 
(d) 3 (a) Suppose (d) holds. If z1 E &, then there is a z2 E Z2 with z: = 2:. 
Hence, for any f E V we have 
f (2,) = S(f) = G(f 1 =f (zz), 
so El= 22. Thus z1 s g2 and similarly z2 E 2,. m 
A map P:X1+X2 is -surjectiwe if for any jj E X2 there is an x E X1 such that 
% = 8. Notice that if V2 is separating, then a -surjection is surjective. 
. (a) If T : X1 -+ X2 is a -surjective morphism, then f is injective and 
bivariant. 
(b) If P : V2-, 6 is bivariant, then there is a -surjective morphism T : X1 + X2 
such that P = f. 
(a) If T:X1-,X2 is a -surjective morphism, then by Theorem 16, F is 
invariant. To show that F is injective, suppose f” = ?fi. Then fi( TX) = fi( TX) for 
every x E XI. Since T is msurjective, if y E X2 there exists an x E x1 with E = J. 
ence, Tx = yl where f (yl) = f (y ) for all f E V2. Therefore, 
h(Y) ==fi(Y*) =fxw =hww =h(Yl) =fdY)* 
Hence, fi =f2 and f is injective. To show f is bivariant, let y E Y2. There exists an 
x E XE with TX= 9. By Lemmas ‘13(f) and 17, we have 
f*P,(x) = &..T(x) = T,(y). 
ence, 9@( f’T,) = C%( ?& 
(b) Suppose P : V2-, VI-is bivariant. By Theorem 16(a) there exists a morphism 
T :X1- X2 such that P = f. Let J E X2. Since P IS bivariant, there exists an 
x E X1 such that P’&,(x) = f,(y). By Lemma 13(f) we have 
Ty,T(x) = ?‘t,(x) = P*&-,(x) = TV,(y). 
By Lemma i7, E = 9 so T is msurjective. 0 
. If : V2-+ V, is bivariant, then P is injective. 
ap P : V,--+ V, is bivariant if ana only if there exists a 
X2 such that P = f. 
bivariaqt if and only if there exists a 
z f*. 
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This follows immediately from Theorem 18. 
follows from (a) and Lemmas 12 and 15. Cl , 
e end this section with some results concerning positivity. For a FLFS (A’, V) 
we define 
V+={j%V:f(x)~Oforallx~X). 
t is clear that V+ is a wedge (V+ + V+ G V+, tV+ c V+ for all t 3 0). 
1s a cone (in addition V+ n (-V+) = (0)). We also define the 
V+ - V+ of V. We are interested in characterizations and sufficient conditions for 
J=V. Let K=kerJ, N=kerVanddefine 
It is clear that N c K and that V: is a wedge in V*. The po,ritive huN, pos S, of a 
subset S of a linear space is the set of all linear combinations of elements of S 
with nonnegative coefficients. . 
B The following statements are egkvalent: (a) J = V; (b) IV = E; (c) 
V:. is a cone. 
mof. S&e N c_ K, (b) is equivalent o K c N and since /: is a wedge, (c) is 
equivalent o V: n (- V:) = (0). Moreover, it follows from the bipolar theorem 
13-31 that V: = pos(e&): x E Xl. 
(a)+(b) is trivial. 
(b) =$ (c) Suppose N = K and F E Vi n (-V:). Then F(S) = 0 for every f E J. 
Since FEV:, there exist f,,...,f,+O and x,,...,x,,~X such that F= 
C t,e,(x,). If ti =0 for i = 1, . . . , n, then F = 0. If there is a fi >O, then 
e&)(f) =f(Xi) = 0 for all f E J. Since N = K, f(q) = 0 for all f E V. Hence, in 
this case F = 0 also. 
(c) 3$ (a) Suppose J # V. Then there exists F E V*, F # 0, such that V+. c
ker F. Hence, F(f) = 0 for all f E V+ so fF E Vi. This implies that Vi is not a 
cone. D 
2. pose,(KZN) = lin eJK\N). 
We show that 
linev(K\N)sposev(K\N). 
f F~line,(K\N), then F(f)=0 for a ence, FE V:. 
OS e&W) = pos ev( 
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Hence, F = C t,e&) + 2: s,,e&), ,Y E X\K, y E K\N, t,, s,, 20. If f E V+ we 
have 0 = F(f) = c t,f(.x). Since for each x E X\ K there exists an f E V+ with 
f(x) > 0; tx - =- 0, for all x E X\ K. ence, hzposey(K\N). 0 
. lf IK\NI s 1, then J = V. 
We first show that IK\Nl # 1. Suppose K’\N = {x), x E X. Tl~n e”(x) # 
0. By Lemma 22, there exists a t 3 0 
(1 + t)e&) = 0 and t = - 1, a contradiction 
By Theorem 21, J = V. q 
. If J ls separating, then J = V. 
such that -e”(x) = te&). Hence, 
Since IK\N( s 1 we have IK\NI =I), 
By Theorem 21, the result 
k(x) = f (y) for every f E J. 
ids if K = 0. Suppose K # 0 and let x, y E K. 
ence, x = y. This shows that IKI s 1 and the 
assertion follows from Theorem 23. 0 
Simple examples how that the converse of Corollary 24 does not hold. One 
can also give examples in which V is separating but J # V. 
A hypprgraph is a pair H = (X5 0) where X is a finite nonempty set and 0 is a 
covering of X by nonempty sets, We call the elements of X vertices (or outcomes) 
a& the elements of 0 are called operations. A pair x’, y E X is said to be 
orthogonal (denoted by x I y) if x # y and x, y E E for some E E 0. A measure on 
is a function p : X-, IKS such that 
for any El, E2 e 0. Thus, p : X - R is a measure if and only if there is a constant 
e call li;l the strength of p and 
nd that &: M-+ R is a 
nd call the elements 
ere exists a 
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Let ti = fi;jI& ail6 ;2i Q! = p - ql. Since & = p - aj& = 0, we have ar E C. 
For uniqueness, suppose that p = bpl+/3, b&8, #IEC. Then P=bp, so b=a 
and/3=p---p1-a. Cl 
Notice that (X, the set of positive measures on 
and the subspace the set of Jordan measures on 
We say that pi is Jordan if ) = J(H). The elements of with strength 1 are 
called states and the set of states is denoted by 52 = Q(H). The set 
and forms a base for the cone M+. It follows that dim J = dim 52 + 1. 
Jordan if and only if dim M = dim Sz + 1. e now use results from Section 3 to 
find less trivial characterizations and suacient conditions for Jordan hypergraphs. 
Similar to Section 3, we let K = ker Sz, A! = ker M and define 
25. The following statements are equivalent: (a) H is Jordan; (b) N = M; 
(c) M: is a cone; (d) IIY\NI G 1. 
This follows immediately from Theorems 21 and 23. Cl 
OF0 7, Consider the fi>llowing statements: (a) ,ri is J&an; (bj K = 0; (c) 
there exkts p E Sz SUL’Z that p(x j > ii for all x E X. Then (a) e (b) @ (c). If N = 0, 
then (a), (bj, and (c) are equivalent. 
010 . If 52 is separating, then H is Jordan. 
This follows from Corollzy 24. Cl 
Let Hi=(Xi, Qij, i== I,& be hypergraphs. A map T:Xl-*Xz is an m,- 
morphism if CXEEp (TX) = F for every ~1 E M(H2) and E E O1. It then follows that 
T is a morphism, in the sense of Section 3, for the FLFS’s (X,, 
(X2, M(H2)j. If T is Kjective and both T, T-’ are m,-morphisms, then T is an 
m,-isomsrphism, It will follow from our later work that the class of hypergraphs 
together with this choice of morphism is a category. First, it is clear that the 
identity map is an m *-morphism. Next, let 
graphs and let T :X1-, X,, T’:Xz+X3 be 
Theorem 30 to follow we have (f’p)= fl. Si 
p(T' Q TX) = i+p(Tx) = (f)~)~= ,iij 
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p E M+(H). From our earlier work we conchrde that the set {f E M(H)*:f Z= 0) is 
a wedge but is not a cone unless H is Jordan. Now [0, l] c M(H)* is the set of 
f E M(H)* satisfying 0 s f (p) 4 F for all p E M+(H). A map P: M(H,)+ M(&) 
is called strength Preserving if (P&^= @ for all p E M(H,). A map Q : M(H,)*+ 
M(H2)* is unital if Ql = 1. An m-morphism is a linear strength preserving map 
P : M(H1)+ M(H2) satisfying PM+(H,) E M+(H,). An m*-morphism is a linear 
unital map Q : M(M,>* + M(Hz)* satisfying QIO, 1] c [0, 11. An m(m*)- 
isomorphkm is a bijective m(m*)-morphism whose inverse is an m(m*)- 
morphism. 
. (a) P: M(H&+ M(H,) is strength preserving if and only if 
+ M(H,)* ti unital. 
(b) P : MU++ WH2) is an m-morphism if and only if P*: M(H2)*+ M(H,)” 
is an m*-morphism. 
(c) If HI a& Hz. are m .-isomorphic, then *for m .-isomorphisms T : X, + X2, 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) T + f’ is injective; 
(ii) T+ f* is injective; 
(iii) M (Hz) is separating ; 
(iv) M(H,) is separating. 
(a) Suppose P: M(tiI)--+ M(H2) is strength preserving. T&en for every 
P*l(& = l(Pp) = (PJQA= p = l(y). 
ence, P”1= 1. Suppose P* :M(H2)* + M (HI) * is unital. Then for every 
(Pp)A= l(P& = P*l(p) = 
ence, P is strength preserving. 
(b) Suppose P: M(H,)+ M(H,) 
Let f E [0, 1] c M(H,)*. Then for 
strength preserving we have 
l(y) = p. 
is an l z-morphism. By part (a), P* is unital. 
every y E M+(HJ, Pp E M+(H,). Since P is 
c [0, 1] so P* is an m*-morphism. Conversely, suppose 
(HI)’ is an m *-morphism. By part (a), P is strength preserving. 
then for every x E X2 we have 
= eM(H&)(p,u) = p*eM(H&)(d* 
e conclude that P*eM&x) E [O. l] so PI_c(x) 3 0. 
) 
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Suppose (ii) holds and (&) is not sep ng. Then there exist x,y EX~ with 
x fy such that @) =p(y) for all p &). Let T:X,-,X* be an m,- 
isomorphism, and suppose Tu =x, TV = y. Define T1 :X1+X, as follows: 
T,u =y, TIv =x, TIr = Tz for z E XI\ {u. v}. It is easy to check that & is an 
m,-isomorphism. Now for any p E M(H,) we have 
T@(u) = u(Tu) = u(x) = u(y) = ujT,u) = R/J(U)* 
Similarly, @(v) = Rp(v) and of course, Tp(z) = fiy(z) for all z E XJ(u, u}. 
Hence, T = T, and T* = Tr. It follows that T = T,. But then x = Tu = T,u = y 
which is a contradiction. Hence, M(H,) is separating and (ii) 3 (iii). Finally (iii) 
and (iv) are equivalent by Corollary 14. 0 
The next result shows that invariant m(m*)-morphisms are precisely the 
m(m *)-morphisms which are induced by m *-morphisms. 
30, (a) A map P: M(H2)+ M(H,) is an invariant m-morphism if and 
only if P = T for some m .-morphism T :X (Hz) is separating, then T is 
unique. 
(b) A map Q :M(H,)* + M(H2)* is an invariant m “-morphism if and only if 
P = T* for some m,-morphism T :X1 + X2. If M(H2) is separating, then T is 
unique. 
roof. (a) Let T: X1 * X2 be an m *-morphism. It follows from Theorem 16(a) 
that T is invariant. If p E M(HJ and E E O1 we have 
(fp)“= x pp(x) = x u(Tx) =b. 
XEE XEE 
Hence, T is strength preserving. If p E M+(& ) *2 , x E X1, then @A)(X) = u(Tx) a 0 
so TM+(H,) E M+(H,). We conclude that T is an Irr-morphism. Conversely, :A 
P : M(H2) + M(H,) be an invariant m-morphism. By Theorem 16, there is a 
morphism T: X1-* X2 such that P = T. If x E Xi, i = 1,2, are minimal M (Hi)- 
dense, i = I,& &en by I.ZCBSI;; 13, P’T, = T&T. To show that T is an 
m,-morphism, let p E M(H2) and E E O1. Then 
= 2 (f-,x, Pu) = 2 Pu(x) = (P/4)_= p. 
xeE XEE 
) is separating, the uniqueness of T follows from Theorem 16. 
T:X1+XZI is an m,-morphism 
emma 15(a) an 
ism. Conversely, let 
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P:M(&)-, M(H,) such that Q = P*. Again, Lemmas 15(a) and 29(b) show that 
p is an invariant m-morphism. By part (a) P = T for some m*-morphism 
T:X,-+X3-. Hence, Q = T*. If M(H) 2 is separating, the uniqueness of T follows 
from Theorem 16. Cl 
. (a) If P: M@i2)+ M(H,) is an invariant strength preserving linear 
map, then P is an m-morphism. 
(b) If Q MH,) * + M(H,)* is an invariant unital linear map, then Q is an 
m”-morphism. 
If P:M(H)+ M(H) is an m-isomorphism, we call P an m-automorphism and if 
Q : M(H)* + M(H)* is an m *-morphism we call Q an ,m*-automorphism. 
32. (a) A map P: M(H)+ M(H) is a bivariant m-automorphism if and 
only if P = T for some -surjective m .-morphism T : X --) X. 
(b) A map Q :M(H)” --$ M(H)* is a biuariant m”-automorphism if and only if 
Q = T* for some -surjective m,-morphism T : X+ X. 
of. (a) Let T:X-+X be a -surjective m ,-morphism. Applying Theorem 
32(a), we conclude that T is an invariant m-morphism. We now show that T is 
injective. If TpI = T’J,~~, then u,(Tx) = u2( TX) for all x E X. If ,y E: X, since T is 
msurjective, there exists an x E X with E = y’. Hence, TX = y, where &yl) = p(y) 
for all JJ E M. Hence, 
Hence, p, = p2 and T is inject& Since T is linear, it follows that T is bijective. 
To show that T is bivariant, let Y c X be M-dense. If y E X, there exists an x E X 
with E = y’. By Lemmas 13(f) and 17(b) we have 
P Tyx = r?‘,Tk = Tyy. 
To show that T-’ is an m-morphism, first note that T- ’ is invariant since T is 
bivariant. Let p E M and suppose that TV = p. Since T is strength preserving, 
(T-‘+ Q = (@l= fi. , 
ence, T-’ is strength preserving. It follows from Corollary 31, that T-’ is an 
m-morphism. It now fol!ows that T is a bivariant m-automorphism. Conversely, 
let ? : IV(H)-, M(H) be a bivariant m-automorphism. It follows from Theorem 
30(a) that P = T for some m,-morphism T :X+ X. To show that T is 
‘ective, let y’ E X. Since P is bivariant. if Y L X is M-dense, there exists an 
such that .P’T+ = Tyy‘ By Lemma 13(f) we have 
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Let H = (X, 0) be a hypergraph. In this section we characterize dim 
dim C(H). In a previous paper [16] we have characterized im Q(H). 
dim Q(H) gives no information about dim M(H) unless H is Jorda 
there are hypergraphs in which 52(H) = and dim M(H) is any positive integer. 
Nevertheless, some of the definitions and techniques employed in [16] will be 
useful in the present context and, for completeness, we shall repeat hose that are 
needed here. Besides, it was assumed in [16] that H was a graph and we shall 
need generalizations to the hypergraph case. 
We first make two fairly harnn_lP~~ _-ua simplifying assumptions. In the sequel we 
shall assume that 0 contains no one element operations. Second, we shall assume 
that H is connected (definition to follow). This assumption results in no loss of 
generality since dim M(H) is the sum of the dimensions of its connected 
components. 
Let x, y E X with x # y. A:i x-y path is a sequence of distinct vertices 
x=x1,x2,. . . ,x, =y such that xi Ixi+*, i = 1,. . . , n - 1. We call H connected 
if for any distinct x, y E X there exists an x-y path. An x-y path x = 
x1,x2,* l l rx, = y is called a 2-path if {Xi, x~+~} E 0, i = 1, . . . , n - 1. By 
convention, a vertex is considered to be a 2-path and is called a triGal 2-path. A 
2-path is even if it has an even number of vertices, and oti.ervwise it is a&. A 
2-cycle is a nontrivial 2-path x1, . . .,x,,forwhich{~~,x,}~O. Wewritex-yif 
there exists an x-y 2-path. It is easy to check that - is an equivalence relation, 
and we call the corresponding equivalence classes --classes. If x - y, the x-y 
parity p(x, y) = 1 if every x-y 2-path is even, p(x, y) = -1 if every x-y 2-path is 
odd, and p(x, y) = 0 otherwise. We call an odd 2-cycle a flower and denote the set 
of flowers in Zf by F(H). We say that x is flowered if x - y where y E F for some 
F E F(H). The next lemma was proved in [16] for graphs. However, the proof for 
hypergraphs is practically identical. 
a 33. (a) If p(x, y) = 0, then both x and y areflowered. 
(b) Suppw x -=yi -7 - z, rmd y is m@mwwL Then r;(y* z) # 0 and moreover 
~(y, z) = 1 if and only ifp(x, y) #p(x: z). 
_AR operation E is large if i E 12 3 and otherwise E is small. We call H nontrivial 
if 1x1~ 1. We can now characterize the dimensions of the various spaces of 
measures when H has only’small operations. This generalizes a result in [ 161. 
Let H be a nontrivial (connected) hypergraph with only small 
operatkms. ihen the following statements are equivalent. 
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clearly a measure so dim M R > 1. Now suppose F(H) #B, and F e F(H). Let 
F = (x1,. l . , xn}, where n>l is odd, XiIXi+l, i=!,. . . ,~t-1, and XI-LX,,. 
Let p EM. If I = A, then p(xz) = .i; - 2, . . . , p(xn) = A. Since x1 _L x,, 2A = fi 
or A= @. Since any x E X satisfies x -Xl, we must have P(X) = @. ence, 
M= ($A :AER} and dimM = 1. It is also clear that dimJ = 1. Setting # = 0 gives 
C = {yO} so dim C = 0. Setting fi = 1 gives 52 = (~4) so dim Q = 0. Conversely, 
assume F(G) = 8. Since minimal M-dense sets have at most two elements, 
applying Theorem 2 gives dim M w ~2. We now show that M contains a measure 
different from Pi, il E IR, and hence dim M = 2. Let X, x1 E X with x #xi. Since 
x -x1 and F(N) = 8, by Lemma 33(a), p(x, x1) = il. Define ~1 :X-, R as 
follows. Let p(x) = 1 if p(x, x1) = -1 and P(X) =0 if p(x, x,) = 1. We now show 
that p E M. Suppose X, y E X with - y I y. Then p(x, x,) fp(y, x,). Hence, either 
p(x)=Oandy(y)=l or &)=l andp(y)=O. Thus, pEMandp#pA, kR. 
The other cases are similar. Cl 
Having proved Theorem 34, we shall assume in the sequel that H contains at 
least one large operation. A hjpergraph H is simple if it contains only one large 
operation E (it can contain many small operations). We sometimes denote such a 
hypergraph by H(E). Since the relation I is irreflexive and symmetric, it defines 
a graph on the vertices of a hypergraph H. We call this the graph corresponding 
to N and denote it by G = GH. The operations on W become certain complete 
subgraphs of GH. 
Let H = H(E) be a simple hypergraph. Let X, y E E with x - y. If p(x, y) = 1 
we call the edge xy in GH a plus-trunsaction and if p(x, y) = -1 we call xy a 
minus-transaction, The initial diagram Di(wkl) of H is obtained as follows. On a 
figure that represents E ilr r . +, indicate the flowered vertices by dark circles, the 
unflowercd vertices by open circles, the plus-transactions by a + sign and the 
minus-transactions by a - sign (we will give examples later). A transaction is 
redundant if its parity is implied by the parities of other transactions and whether 
various vertices are unflowered. A final diagram l&(H) of N is obtained from the 
initial diagram as follows: 
(1) Do not label transactions which contain a flowered vertex. 
(2) Do not label redundant ransactions. 
N&ice that a final diagram need not be unique. For a simple hypergraph H(E) 
we say that l&(H) is in standard form if the vertices of E are enumerated so that 
each --class in E has t e form .4 = {Xj, Xj+l, . . . X,} and the only labeled 
transactions in A are XjXj+l, xj+lXj+z, . . . , x,_~x,. t is shown in (161 that N 
is in standard form. In this case can use a simplified 
= n, draw n vertices as a straig ath and label the 
actions a, before. Various fin rams in s,andard 
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interaction, and if p(x, y ) = - 1, we call {x, y } a minus-interaction. The initial 
diagram Di(H) is obtained as follows. isplay the initial diagrams Di(E’) of each 
E, j = I, . . . ) n, as disjoint diagrams, label each plus-interaction by an edge with 
a + sign, and label each minus-interaction by an edge with a - sign. An 
interaction is redundant if its parity is implied by the parities of other interactions 
and transactions and the various unflowered vertices. A final diagram Df(H) is 
obtained by displaying the final diagrams in standard form of each Ej as disjoint 
diagrams, not labelling redundant interactions and not labelling interactions 
containing flowered vertices. 
If H has distinct large operations El, . . . , En, and D is an initial or final 
diagram for H, then a function p : D + R is a measure if there is a constant fi E R 
such that c xeEip(~)=P, i=l,2 ,... ,n, and 
(1) p(x) = @ if x is flowered; 
(2) if xy is a minus-transaction or minus-interaction, then p(x) = p(y); 
(3) if xy is a plus-transaction or plus-interaction, then p(x) = fi - p(y). 
We denote the set of measures on D by M(D). As before, M+(D) denotes the 
cone of positive measures on D and J(D) = M+(D) - M+(D). If ~1 EM(D) and 
p = 0, then p is a charge and if ~1 EM,(D) and @ = I, then p is a state. Denote 
the set of charges by C(D) and the set of states by Q(D). 
Theorem 35. Let El, . . . , E,, te the distinct large operations in H and let D be an 
initial or final diagram for H. If T : M(H) + M(D) is defined by Tu = u lu Ei 9 
then T is a linear bijection. Moreover, TIC(H), T(.?(H), T(Q(H) is a linear 
(afine) bijection to C(D), J(D), Q(D), respectively. 
roof. Similar to the proof in [16, Theorem lo]. n 
Theorem 35 shows that the study of M(H) reduces to the study of M(D). In 
particular, dim M(H) = dim M(D). Moreover, it is immaterial w!kh diagram is 
used. For this reason, we restrict our attention to D,(H). 
A set A s af(H) is called a --cizss if /i contains no flowered vertices and A is 
the restfiction of .%_cf&!$& in /=/ to (H). A si@~ final diagram is one that 
corresponds to a simple hypergraph. 
. If D is a simple final diagram with m --classes, then dim 
A, be the distinct --classes and let f be the number of 
owered vertices. For x E U Ai, we &fine n(x) = 1 (y E D: p(x, y) = I> 1. 
consitiar three cases: 
(1) f z= 0, there is one Ai consisting of precisely one plus-transaction and the 
other Ai’s contain no plus-transactions. 
( lus-tr~~sactio1~. 
( 
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Case 1. Since 1012 3, m 2 2 
Let Al consist of one plus-transaction X,X; and select a vertex xi E Ai, 
i=2,...,m. e shall show that 
s = (x,, x;, x2, . . . , x,_,} 
is a minimal M(D)-dense set. Suppose ccl, p2 E M(D) and pl IS = p21 S. Now 
In a similar way 
m-1 
l4nl Pz(xm) = - IAil P2Cxi)* 
i=2 
Since pl(S = p2iS, we have p&J = p2(x,). It is now clear that pl = p2 so S is 
(D)-dense. To show that S is minimal, let c;, ci E R, i = 1, . . . , m - 1, be 
arbitrary. If we define p(x;) = ci, p(Xi) =xi, i = 1, . . . , m - 1, then ,u extends to 
a unique measure on D. Hence, if we delete a vertex x from S we can construct 
pl, p2e M(D) such that pl ((S .- {x)) = p21 (S - (x}) and yet &) #p2(x). It 
follows that S is minimal M( D)-dense. 
Case 2. Since IDI 2 3, m 2 1 
Let x be one of the flowered vertices and let xi E Aip i = 1, . . . ,m. We shall 
show that 
s = (x, Xl, . . . , x,-*) 
is minimal 
ence 
)-dense. Suppose pl, p2 E 
i=l 
) and pl IS = p2! S. Now 
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C’me 3. If Ai has at least two plus-transactions, it is easily seen that there exists a 
vertex xi E Ai with n(Xi) > 1. f Ai has fewer than two plus-transactions, choose 
any Xi EAi. We no show that S = {ni, . . . , x,} is minimal (D )-dense. 
Suppose that ccl, p2 (II) and p&S = p21S. Now 
fi* = IfPI+ 2 ntxiIIPl - Itll(xi)l + 2 [IAil - n(xi)]Pl(xi), (1) 
i=l i=l 
and the same equation holds with ~1~ replaced by ~1~. Hence, 
and 
F1 - P2 = 4f (PI - P2) - 2 nCxi)(P* - PZ), 
i=l 
(2) 
Suppose t8~t 8~ term in square brackets in eq. (2) is zero. Then either f = 0 and 
n(Xi) = aik, E = 1, . . . 9 nt,forsomek,orf=2andn(xi)=0,i=1 ,..., m.The 
first alternative corresponds to Case 1 and the second corresponds to Case 2. We 
conclude that this term is nonzero and hence ii1 = p2. It 
gl = cc2 so S is M(D)-dense. As in Case 1, S is minimal. 
In each case there is a minimal M(D)-dense subset 36 
follows from Theorem 2. 0 
again easily follows that 
with 1s; z ~lt. The result 
or0 37. Let D be a simple final diagram and suppose the number of flowers 
is f and the number of transactions is n. Then dim M(D) = IDI -f - n. 
A, are the distinct --classes in D, we have 
IDl=f +fIAil=f +n+m. 
i=l 
The result now follows from Theorem 36. 0 
* If H(E‘j i_ ;c ii aimpk hy_Dergraph, then dim M(H) = 0 if and onEy if 
every vertex of E is flowered. 
,4 simple final diagram is said to be of Case 3 if the conditions of Case 3 in the 
procf of Theorem 36 hold. s in the proof of Theorem 36, if x is in a --class of D 
we define n(x) = l(y e D:p(x, y) = 1}1. 
m. For each --class a in 
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In Case 1, let ,u(x) = 1, where x is in the plus-transaction, and let p(y) = 0 
ery y E D\{x>. Then p eM(D)\C(D). In Case 2, let p(x) = p(y) = t 
x, y are flowered and let ~(2) = 0 for every z E D\ {x, y}. Then 
(D)\C(D). In Case 3, let p E M(D) and apply eq. (1) to obtain 
[I- ff - C n(Xi)]P = C [iAil - 2n(Xi)]P(Xi)* 
Now M(D) = C(D) if and only if 4 = 0 for every p E M(D). This holds if and 
only if for every p E M(D) we have 
#$ [ IAil - 2n(xi)lP(xi) = O- 0 3 
Apply Coroll ary 4 and the fact that dim M(D) = m to conclude that eq. (3j holds 
for M linearly independent vectors in R” which represent different p’s. Since the 
coefficients must vanish we have IAil = 2n(xi), i = 1, . . . , m. Cl 
Table I illustrates the various possibilities for Theorem 36 and its corollaries. 
We now consider arbitrary hypergraphs (connected, with no singleton opera- 
tions). A large operation E in a fin al diagram is determined if every --class in E 
Table 1 
Diagram Dim Q(D) Dim C(O) Dim M(D) 
+ - 
0 c c 0 
u v 0 A n 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
I 
2 
-1 
-1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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has a vertex which is in an interaction. n order to prove our next theorem we 
shall need a technical result. Let be a final diagram with large operations 
E, and let x E Ej. An interaction {x, y} is backward from x if y E & for 
also call {x, y} a backward interaction from Ej. We say that a final 
diagram D is ordered if each --class in D has at most one backward interaction. 
It follows from [16, Lemma 121 that any hypergraph as an ordered finai diagram. 
If D is final diagram 
determined l&ge operations, then dim 
--classes, k large operations and no 
We apply induction on k. By Theorem 36, the result holds for k = I. 
Suppose the result holds for k 2 1 and assume D has k + 1 large operations 
El,. . .p &+I. By our previous remark we can assume that D is ordered. Let DO 
be the diagram for Ek+t (without interactions). Of course DO is a simple final 
diagram. Let D’ = D \ DO; that is, D’ consists of the vertices of D with the vertices 
of DO deleted and the interactions containing vertices of DO deleted. Let mp be the 
number of --classes in D’, and let x 1, . . . , x, be a minimal (D ‘)-dense set for 
D’. By the induction hypothesis, I! = m’ - k + 1. Suppose DO is of Case 3 (we 
leave the other two casts to the reader, but the proof is similar). Let mpr be the 
number of --classes Ai in DO which do not contain interactions and let 
y,, l l l 9 ymVP be vertices, one from each Ai, i = 1, . . . , mN choosen as in the proof 
of Theorem 36. Since Ek+, is not determined, mrr 3 1. M’z now show that 
s = {X,, . . . , x,, y2, . . m , ymW} is a minimal M(D)-dense set for D. Suppose 
ccl, ~2 E M(D) and suppose b:1[S = &. Since pl(Xi) = pz(xi), i = 1, . . . , n, 
p1]D’ = p21 D’. It follows that fil = /I& and pl, p2 agree on --classes in DO which 
contain interactions, and also orr the flowered vertices in D,,. Since pI(yi) = 
pz(yi), i = 2, . . . , m”, pl, p2 agree on the --classes Ai, i = 2, . . . , m”. Finally, 
since fil = p2, ccl, p2 agree on the only remaining --class A,. ence, pl = pz and 
S is M(D)-dense. To show that S is minimal, suppose we delete Xj from S. By 
Corollary 4 we can define &, ~5 E (D’) such that pi(Xj) f pi(Xj) but /L;(Xi) = 
pi(Xi), i #j. If we define p*(Y,) = p ), i = 2, . . . , mN and y,lD’ = pi, 
p& then as in the preceding work, pl, p2 extend to measures on D. 
S \ {xi] is not M(D)-de~3e. Suppose we dclctc yj ~FO= S. If p E M(D ‘), 
\ye can extend p to NO measures ,~l, fi2 E M(D) SO that pl(Yj) +&Q) but 
pi(yi) = pz(yi)* i * gain, S \ (yj} is not M( D)-dense. Since D is ordered, WC 
have m = m ’ + m”. 
This completes the proof by induction. Cl 
One can treat the situation in which there are determined large operations, but 
this appears to be fairly complicated and we shall not go i ere. 
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